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1. Central clearing and dealer balance sheets
2. Reducing reliance on dealer balance sheets
3. Reducing systemic risk in OTC markets
1. Effects of central clearing on dealer balance sheets: case study for gilts and gilt repo

- Data on UK dealers’ gilt and gilt repo trades in 2020 Q1
- Switch *various* trading counterparties to *common* CCP
- What reduction in (Basel III Leverage Ratio) exposures?

- Gilts: 80% (but same effects now under Basel III)
- Gilt repo: 40%
- Gilt repo + maturity standardisation: 55%

For more details: Bank of England staff working paper no. 1026
2. Options for reducing reliance on dealer balance sheets

• Clearing (mandate or encourage via bilateral haircuts)
• All-to-all trading
• Post-trade transparency
• Central bank backstops
• Countercyclical leverage ratio
3. Further reducing systemic risks in OTC markets

- OTC derivatives clearing now widespread
  - Counterparty risk ↓
  - Liquidity risk ↑
- Reduce margin reactivity
- Increase margin preparedness